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ABSTRACT
This study examines the relationship between television shows and their corresponding
websites featuring interactive message boards looking at the motivations and gratifications that
users cited as reasons for being connected to a program. Information found provides knowledge
on why viewers are drawn to TV, and what rewards they gain from the actions they perform
beyond viewing the show. Specifically, this study examines if viewing a television show and
discussing it on an online message board created the gratification of a greater sense of emotional
attachment with the show, and if this sense of heightened emotional connection encouraged the
board user to take action or become involved in some other manner other than just viewing TV.
A survey featuring Likert Scale and free response options in reference to the participants’
television viewing and Internet usage habits was distributed to undergraduate students at the
University of Central Florida, and also to the general population with an Internet survey.
Information gained from this study will aid television producers and creators to better understand
the habits of their message board audiences, and what actions could be taken to entice more
viewers to view extra content in relation to the TV show, and how to get users to be more
interactive with their product. By providing information about message boards’ abilities to
encourage emotion and action, more satisfying content can be created by the producers, and the
users can gain a greater understanding of their media consumption.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
“I’ll be hearing it on the message boards tomorrow,” Pop singer, Miley Cyrus said to Jay
Leno after jokingly making fun of father Billy Ray Cyrus’ poor concert attendance in
comparison to her own (Price, 2008, November 14). Message boards are featured on millions of
websites ranging from topics on current events to who will bring the potato salad to the company
picnic. Internet message boards featuring discussions on television shows are becoming more
popular every day, combining one mass medium with another. Users discuss the love lives of
their favorite actors, fashions featured in the show, ideas for plots, their opinion of the newest
episode, and how the show relates to their everyday life. With such a large following, it’s logical
to ask what kinds of needs are being fulfilled by message boards and their corresponding
television shows. Uses and Gratifications Theory is one source to understanding this new media
outlet. The purpose of this thesis is to develop an understanding of how U&G theory explains the
allure of posting to television message boards.
Ever since the development of mass media technologies scholars have sought to
understand the effects of communicated messages on society. Uses and Gratification Theory
(U&G) was one of the earliest theories generated to explain media consumption, beginning from
radio in the 1940’s. U&G evolved from “psychological and sociological models of indirect
media effects” (Haridakis & Whitmore, 2006, p. 767). Thus to understand media effects, it is
prudent to apply the U&G perspective to understand the behaviors of consumers. This
perspective helped to identify the reasons why hundreds of people were scared into calling the
police during a reading of Orson Wells’ War of the Worlds over the radio in 1938 (Hand, 2006).
The radio at the time was used to broadcast the news and major events. Listeners who switched
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their dials to the reading of War of the Worlds mistook the theatrical program for an actual news
bulletin. The fear elicited by the radio show was powerful enough to persuade listeners to act out
in an effort to explain the disturbing report over the air.
The Internet is a new media outlet gaining much attention for study due to its diversity
and rapid diffusion into society. Currently, one of the biggest draws to the Internet is its ability to
interact with other niche groups about a variety of subjects. Message boards are a new tool
gaining popularity for communicating with many at one time. The discussion of television
shows is one of the most popular usages of Internet message boards. Those who wish to discuss
the show in greater detail can move to a message board to heighten their viewing experience.
The mass media outlets of Internet and TV can be combined on message boards. Message
boards often contain thousands of users and provide a public forum where users can freely
express their emotions about a TV show. In addition to sharing views, users have the ability to
provide content for show creators by suggesting plot lines, creating their own interactive content,
and organizing groups to tackle an issue related to the show. The developing usage trends from
message boards include influence of content (Andrejevic, 2008), a united voice (Jeffres & Atkin,
1996), user control (Carlson, 2006), education (Hyuhn-Suhck Bae & Lee, 2004), and the
empowerment to take action (Edwards, 2005).
The overarching questions in this thesis are whether, and to what extent, users are
connected to their programs by using Internet message boards associated with the programs and
whether they are more likely to take any action other than simply watching the program. A better
picture of this population through research can then be painted.
In addition to extending uses and gratifications research of the Internet and mass media,
this research can also help television media practitioners, specifically producers of television
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content. If evidence is indeed found that message boards have the potential to intensify the
emotional connections the user has with a television show, and encourage the viewer to take
actions in relation to the show, then by providing information about message boards’ abilities to
encourage emotion and action, more interactive content can be created by the producers for
users, and the users can gain a greater understanding of their media consumption. For the
purposes of this paper, emotional connection/attachment will be defined as a meaningful feeling
intensified by the plot, characters, or theme featured on their favorite television show (Eyal &
Cohen, 2006, p. 503).
Chapter Two will examine U&G theoretical background and present the research
questions and hypotheses. Chapter Three will explain the measures and method used to examine
the use of message boards through the uses and gratifications perspective. Chapter Four reports
the results of the study, which are then analyzed and discussed in Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Development of U&G
The purpose of this chapter is to display the previous research conducted on television,
Internet and message boards through the Uses and Gratifications perspective. Chapter Three will
explain the methodology used for this study, and the steps taken through each phase of research.
Chapter Four will outline the findings of the study and will provide the statistical results derived
from the survey responses. Chapter Five will discuss the findings, their application to the general
population and program produces, and the possible implications, plans for future research, and
limitations of the study.
The Uses and Gratification perspective was developed through studies on radio from the
1940’s. Researchers were seeking to identify the functions media serve for people. In U&G
studies, people are seen as “purposive, goal directed, and motivated in their use of the media to
satisfy their social and psychological needs and wants (Edwards, 2005, p. 767). The research of
U&G is primarily concerned with
the

social

and

psychological

origins

of

need,

which

generate

expectations of the mass media or other sources, which lead to differential
patterns of media exposure (or engagement in other activities), resulting in need
gratifications and other consequences, perhaps mostly unintended ones. (Katz,
Blumler, & Gurevitch, 1973, p. 510)
The contemporary view of U&G contains five predominant assumptions. First
communication behavior including media consumption is goal-directed, purposive, and
motivated. Second, people take initiative when deciding and using communication sources to
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satisfy their needs and desires. Third, many social and psychological factors mediate people’s
communication behavior. Fourth, media compete with other forms of communication for
selection and use to gratify their wants. Last, people are usually more influential than the media
in relationships, but there are exceptions (Haridakis & Whitmore, 2006).
Jenderek (2006) conducted a study on the conditions needed in order to be entertained by
video games. His review of U&G literature cited that the most popular gratification from video
games is entertainment, in combination with other gratifications like user control and
personalization. Entertainment is defined as a “positive cognitive-emotional experience”,
(Jenderek, 2006, p. 1). In order for entertainment to be achieved there must be a construction of a
stimulus and a need for pleasure. Entertainment is the product of interactions between the
receiver, the media offering, and the situation. The assumption is that the viewer chooses to
watch television because it creates pleasant feelings; elements of the content trigger strong
emotions that are entertaining. Obtaining entertainment is the goal of the viewer’s actions (p. 4).
Three conditions must be met in order to create entertainment: variety, sovereignty/selfdetermination, and control/competence. Once the conditions for entertainment are understood,
they can be applied to the several different media types (Jenderek, 2006).
Radio is arguably the first true electronic mass medium; this made it a prime source of
study when the Uses and Gratifications theory was developed. People reported using the medium
as an escape--something to pass the time. But as Albarran (2007) explains, the uses of the
medium were more than just something to kill time with. Individuals used the medium to connect
(or disconnect) with others. It provided companionship, filled the void created by the daily
routine, it changed moods, alleviated boredom, provided information, while allowing active
participation, breaking down the walls of social isolation. Participation with the radio as a means
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to communicate with the producers/disc jockeys was encouraged through phoning in, or writing
letters, similar in action to how television viewers participate with their shows via the Internet
today. Edwards and Singletary (Albarran et al., 2007) found a strong relationship between music
format selection, and the formation of identity. The authors state that users are not just
consuming mass media to alleviate boredom between tasks, but using it integrally as part of their
lives, as foundations for their sense of self. In an article exploring how U&G has been applied
over the decades, Ruggiero references a study from 1989, where Armstrong and Rubin found
that individuals who called into radio shows found face-to-face communication less rewarding,
were less mobile, believed talk radio was more important to them, and listened to more hours a
day, than listeners who did not call in (Ruggiero, 2000).
As technology evolves so does the Uses and Gratifications approach and how it is applied
to new media outlets. Haridakis and Whitmore (2006) did a comprehensive summary of the
breakthrough research of Alan M. Rubin in the field of U&G. Rubin states that audience activity
is a central principle for U&G. He found that there are two types of media orientations: ritualized
(using media to pass time) and instrumental (using media content more purposively for
information). Rubin found that instrumental television news viewers were more intentional and
involved than those who watched news more ritualistically (Haridakis & Whitmore, 2006).
Following Rubin’s logic, message boards should similarly turn ritualized viewers into
instrumental viewers through active interaction with a show as opposed to passive viewing.
Ruggiero (2000) also added several new takes on U&G and its applications in the 21 st
Century. His review of Rubin’s work mentioned that audience activity was variable and
unpredictable. He states that there is a large range of the communication processes taking place,
and that different individuals display different types of activity at different times in the
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communication process (Ruggiero, 2000). Ruggiero’s findings suggest that people who come
from high stress, low income households manifest a larger attachment to media. The media
included newspapers, televisions, and even the remote control. The variability of involvement
implies that the motives to use a mass medium are affected by how much the user relies on it and
how well it can satisfy the user’s needs. This suggests that to explain audience activity, a
multidimensional view is best, putting the emphasis on media use instead of media exposure.
U&G of Television
Radio allowed the construction of images from the stories in the listener’s own
imaginations, much like books and newspapers. The introduction of television eliminated the
need to imagine the pictures, the pictures were provided for the user. All the viewer needed to do
was sit and consume. When television was first introduced to Germany in 1952, the government
indicated that it provided “something light and uncomplicated, programs which help relax and
forget the mundane side of life” (Meyen & Nawratil, 2004, p. 357). Based on this quote, it
seemed that the general public agreed that turning on the television provided the opportunity to
turn the brain off. This perspective provides information on how the Uses and Gratification
premise of television was developed. Television is relatively free and inexpensive, it’s consumed
at home, requiring no need for special attire or grooming. These characteristics allow viewers to
be passive and lazy when using media (Meyen & Nawratil, 2004).
As the television industry developed, many saw the potential for the television to provide
more than just time for relaxation. Viewers wished to be informed of current events and politics.
But, as Meyen and Nawratil (2004) explain, viewers also requested entertainment, fun, and
amusement in their programs. Programming included thrillers, animal documentaries, and
adventures. The desire to watch shaped the decisions and habits for viewing television. Stations
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began taking note on who was watching when, developing the idea that more popular shows
should be played during a time of day that allowed for the most amount of viewers. The evenings
provided the best opportunity for viewing, when the majority of the audience was home from
work or school (Meyen & Nawratil, 2004).
In 2007, Papacharissi and Mendelson conducted a survey with results indicating that the
most noticeable motive for viewing television (in this case the reality genre) was for habitual
pass time. They also indicated that most motives for viewing television can be placed in the
following recurring categories: relaxation, companionship, entertainment, social interaction,
information, habit, pass time, arousal, escape, parasocial interaction for news viewing, and
surveillance/voyeurism. Based on the programming, many of these categories can be combined
to give a more accurate depiction for choosing to watch television. Another finding of note was
that the more people watched TV for entertainment, relaxation, as habitual pass time,
companionship and a way to socially interact, the more likely they were to develop greater levels
of affinity for the TV program. In other words, the more they watched for those reasons, the
more they wanted to continue to watch TV. This led to a tendency to watch a lot of television, to
the point it became habitual and then eventually ritualized (Papacharissi & Mendelson, 2007).
Support for the behavior becoming ritualized was documented by Abrams (2008) in the
form of race vitality. Results indicated that choosing to watch TV out of habit or to relieve
boredom was the most cited reason f or viewing. Also, viewing out of habit and to relieve
boredom predicted African American’s perceptions of Caucasians’ vitality (Abrams, 2008). In
this study vitality was defined as interpretations of one’s own group, and other group’s positions
in society (Abrams, 2008). From these findings, it’s logical to assume that television usage habits
alone, separate from the content of the programming, can have an effect on world views and
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attitudes. In other words, when African American’s watch TV out of habit, it is the act of
habitual watching itself (not the stereotypical portrays of White culture featured as content on
many shows) that influences they way African Americans perceive Caucasians.
Habits can become so pronounced by users, that parents can actually pass their usage
habits on to their children (Westerik, Renckstorf, Lammers, & Wester, 2007), and crime victims
can develop greater usage habits as means for a social a support system (Minnebo, 2005). While
the usage of TV to pass time may seem trivial, research has shown the habit of viewing in of
itself effects individuals in the social avenues cited above.
As stated by Boyajy and Thorson (2007), television is the most heavily used of all the
mass media today. People decide to watch for a large variety of reasons: it is a habitual way to
pass time, allows a sense of escapism, provides a sense of community, and is informative and
entertaining. Many of the reasons for viewing TV are shared with reasons for using the Internet.
Television is the most heavily used medium for multitasking with other media, and the medium
that is most often combined with the television for multitasking is the Internet (Boyajy &
Thorson, 2007).
U&G of Internet
Boyajy and Thorson (2007) indicate that television is the most heavily used medium. If
that is the case, then it might be said that the Internet is the fastest growing medium. Twenty
three percent of households were online by 1996. In 1998, forty percent were online; by 1999,
half of all Americans had Internet access (Boyajy & Thorson, 2007); and as of 2009, seventy
four percent of adults use the Internet (Pew Internet & American Life Project, 2009). U&G of
the Internet are fuelled by its ability to provide interactivity. Interactivity for purposes of this
paper is defined as “communication through the nature of the medium itself and how users are
9

able to work with the technology to make choices and exert control over the communication
process” (Chung & Yoo, 2006), p.8). Fulfilling the need to exert control is vital for providing a
sense of interactivity. Websites that provide video, photos, audio, chat, forward to friend, etc.
choices are considered more interactive (Chung & Yoo, 2006).
The characteristics of the Internet including email, message boards, chat rooms, instant
messages, web sites, all require users to become active by typing and clicking (Chung & Yoo,
2006). This makes the Internet more goal oriented than other media technologies. In other words,
usually the only necessary actions to use media like TV or radio is turning it on and selecting a
station. The Internet requires more interaction through pointing, clicking, and typing for
sufficient use, which instigates a set of goals for what to do next online. The interactivity
satisfies a plethora of needs, depending on the goals of the user. There are three most common
factors of Internet usage including: information seeking/surveillance, socialization, and
entertainment/diversion. These factors can significantly predict the use of medium interactive
features, such as searching, audio/video downloads, or photo galleries. Personalization features
of websites, including sharing personal stories, photographs, provide the user with a sense of
ownership. Sharing something personal increases the stakes of the transaction creating a greater
attachment to the medium (Chung & Yoo, 2006).
Predicting online adoption was the subject for research by Lin in 2001. It was found that
the most potent predictor of online media usage was gratification seeking motives. Information
learning and escape/interaction are the two most powerful gratification-seeking motives instead
of entertainment, which is the main motive for television. But the author notes that as the
availability of streaming video improves, it is likely that entertainment could take over as the
main gratification of Internet usage (p. 32). Possible implications of the findings indicated that
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the desire to seek the Internet starts with its capabilities to provide the users with a gratifying
experience. It is the expectation of gratification that most strongly motivates the user to adopt
the Internet (Lin, 2001).
Today’s teenagers are the first to grow up with the Internet (Ray, 2007). Studying their
predictions of Internet use can help us understand how the Internet will be used in the future. In
2008, Tsao & Steffes-Hansen employed Uses and gratifications theory to analyze in what ways
teens are dependent on the Internet. Gender is a demographic characteristic that categorizes the
large range of uses for Internet. Females were more likely to use the Internet as a source for
educational and social needs, while boys engaged for reasons of function and entertainment.
Age, lifestyle and cultural differences are other factors dictating Internet usage (Tsao & SteffesHansen, 2008). A major finding when studying teen’s Internet usages was that their socialization
interests indicate that online communities and social engagement are crucial for developing
effective marketing campaigns. Tsao and Steffes-Hansen (2008), go as far as to say that they
strongly recommend marketers integrate the Internet with TV, movies and magazines in order for
their promotions to be successful.
Internet message boards provide gratification for each of the three major factors for using
the Internet (information seeking/surveillance, socialization, and entertainment/diversion).
Information on the show can be provided, socialization is facilitated through conversation, and
entertainment is met through role play and bonus content provided by show creators.
Participation on the boards also encourages the sharing of personal information and feelings.
This type of sharing often increases attachment to the Internet because an emotional investment
through self-disclosure has occurred. Message boards combine the major three factors of Internet
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use and construct attachment through the sharing of personal information, creating a very potent
form of media.
Message Boards
Keeping in mind the characteristics that define U&G theory, evaluating research on
message board interaction on TV sites becomes clearer and contributes to the understanding of
the motivations users have to interact. Andrejevic (2008) found evidence suggesting a growing
connection between writers of television shows and viewers who write on message boards.
Andrejevic acknowledges that creating related websites for television shows has actually become
a market strategy to encourage viewership and interaction. Sometimes the ideas presented by the
users actually are incorporated by the content creators. When this happens a greater sense of
involvement with the TV show is created, further strengthening the loyalty for viewing and
interacting. In this situation, there appears to be a clear gratification of contribution by
interacting with the show (Andrejevic, 2008).
Alias was a television show on the ABC network that welcomed viewer feedback. J.J
Abrams, creator of the show, compared online interaction with TV to audience interaction at a
play saying, “’in a play you listen to the applause, the missing laughs, the boos. It’s the same
with the Internet. If you ignore that sort of response, you probably shouldn’t be working in TV
right now’” (Andrejevic, 2008, p. 25).
Andrejevic (2008) conducted a case study on a popular message board site,
TelevisionWithoutPity.com, to add evidence to support Abram’s point. He found that for
television producers, message boards can provide instant feedback to plot twists and the
introduction of new characters. As these ideas come to fruition the users responsible are coveted
and a virtual community is added as a component of the show. He concludes stating that,
12

fan culture is at long last being deliberately and openly embraced by producers
thanks in part to the ability of the Internet not just to unite far-flung viewers but to
make the fruits of their labor readily accessible to the mainstream—and to
producers themselves (Andrejevic, 2008, p. 25).
Jeffres and Atkin (1996) set a foundation on the uses of technologies for consumer
purposes and use in communication. They also reviewed the traditional role of media audience
for receiving messages and differentiated between an audience that could reciprocate messages
with an audience that did not reciprocate. There is a diminished role for demographics as reasons
for interacting, suggesting a leveling of differences among technology users (Jeffres & Atkin,
1996). In other words, cultures, incomes, and status are no longer the main reasons for adopting
uses of the Internet. Once united with like-minded people on a message board, users rarely focus
on the age, race, or gender of the person on the other side of the screen (Jeffres & Atkin, 1996).
Emotion & Television
The U&G perspective was adequate to predict the adoption of a media type, it is also
useful to predict the gratifications of the individual programming featured on the medium.
Predicting show enjoyment is a vital research endeavor for television network executives. In a
2006 study by Nabi, Stitt, Halford, and Finnerty, reality TV was compared to fictional programs
to see if there were differences in show enjoyment. Both reality and fiction genres shared
gratification categories of voyeurism, judging others and social comparison. But enjoyment of
fictional television was derived from suspense and pensiveness, while reality TV’s enjoyment
was derived with voyeurism, happiness, surprise and relief (p. 430). Given the variety in
enjoyment categories, content creators must pander to the expectations for that specific
programming type (Nabi, Stitt, Halford, & Finnerty, 2006). Visits to message boards after
13

viewing a TV show may depend on the show’s ability to satisfy the anticipated gratifications in
the perspective show genre to continue the experience.
Beginning with the premise that if viewers enjoy certain media content, they are more
likely to seek it again and become impacted by it, Eyal & Fox (2007) sought to uncover the
emotional attachment associated with television show enjoyment. The most relevant finding in
relation to this study is that greater involvement on the part of the television viewer contributes
to the enjoyment of the media content. The authors also note that this finding supports U&G
perspective as it relates to media enjoyment. This was uncovered through a survey asking about
their show enjoyment, identification with and dispositions toward their favorite personality, and
show-related behavior (Eyal & Fox, 2007). Positive dispositions toward favorite characters are
associated with greater enjoyment.
An earlier study also on the subject of emotional attachment and TV was conducted by
Eyal and Cohen in 2006, on the topic of emotional involvement and a favorite character. In this
case, the final airing of the show “Friends” set the environment for studying participants feeling
of the show ending and their favorite character and how it relates to their loneliness. The
intensity of the perceived relationship with the show character was a good predictor of the
participant’s level of distress. Other predictable behavior included commitment and affinity with
the show, the character’s perceived personality, and the level of the participant’s loneliness. The
majority of viewers admit that their relationship with the characters is imaginary, but the ratings
of the final episode of the series suggest that some sort of meaningful emotional tie exists (Eyal
& Cohen, 2006). This information is helpful to understand that perceived relationships with
television characters have similar characteristics as relationships with real friends. Examining
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message board conversations between acquaintances about a shared favorite character may lead
to even greater attachment to the character.
Interactive Media
Possible implications of the TiVo, (a computer that records television shows, allowing
non-linear viewing) set a foundation for understanding the possible role of message boards, and
the Internet in general, for television. Carlson (2006) found that user control will be the most
important factor when weighing the popularity of a new technology. TiVo’s prominent feature,
the ability to fast forward through commercials, created fear for advertisers because potential
buyers were being lost (Bauder, 2008, Nov 24). Advertisers are not waiting to see if the TiVo era
is a fad, and are taking initiative to develop new ways to get their products to the viewers
(Carlson, 2006). One such strategy is to create buzz for the shows and entice viewers to get
more content provided online (Fernando, 2004). The content online (including entire episodes,
weekly recaps, games, and message boards) can be more easily moderated (for the time being)
by the providers who can for example force advertisements to play in between segments of the
show. These acts further reinforce the use of supplementary content located on the Internet,
fueling the popularity of the message boards.
While there appears to be very little research on message boards and their relationship
with television shows, there are a handful of studies that give important insight into some of the
current activities taking place on the Internet around the world. Social networking sites have
now reached millions of users (Ray, 2007), featuring options to allow friends to post messages
on their pages, create blogs, upload pictures, and chat featuring. The social network is made up
of users and the relations between the users. The communication taking place on the social
network sites is comparable to communication taking place on message boards featured on sites
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that do not feature social networking. Qualitative analysis from interviews with social network
website users suggests that using the sites meets gratifications of social needs (Ray, 2007). It also
provided opportunities to stay in the loop on news and information pertaining to friends. The
sites fulfilled needs for entertainment, information exchange, surveillance, diversion, and social
utility simultaneously. Motivations included similar areas including, information, entertainment,
surveillance, diversion and social utility. Findings supported the theory that as users continue
their involvement with the media, they become more aware of their needs, and attempt to gratify
these needs through more frequent communication (Ray, 2007). Communications on message
boards may relate directly to this theory.
Jones (2006) investigated the changes in stock market behavior between pre- and postmessage board eras. The data collected showed a significant increase in daily trading volume
after a message board was posted online by a firm. This suggested that new investors were drawn
to the firm or existing investors were encouraged to trade more frequently. Jones also found that
daily returns were lower in the post-message board era and the market may have become riskier
based on market tips or conversation taking place on message boards. This study, while outside
the realm of TV, provides evidence that message boards have had an impact on a mass audience
that is quantifiable through stock market activity. It also suggests that message boards can lead
users to take action in a variety of ways (Jones, 2006).
Message Boards & Action
In general, building a website with proper functionality is crucial for success regardless if
the website features message boards. If the website has poor functionality, users will be less
likely to interface and participate. Coleman et al (2008) developed an experiment in order to try
to encourage citizens to participate in civic life. A website with maximum usability and a control
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website were created to inform citizens of the state budget. The website with greater usability did
indeed foster more positive attitudes toward civic engagement in citizens than the control
website. The major difference between the two websites was that the greater usability website
had a better ability to conform to the users wants and needs for content, navigation and
appearance. Opportunities for greater engagement through a more interactive site may lead to
more participation. Message boards can provide supplemental interactive material on a website,
which, according to this study, could lead to greater participation with the subject matter featured
on the website (Coleman, Lieber, Mendelson, & Kurpius, 2008).
Movies are comparable to television as a media outlet. Research has been conducted
examining the motives and activities of users who visit Internet movies sites by Eun-A Park,
Yoon Jeon Koh and Jae Hong Kim (2005). The major research question asked why and how
people use a new media channel in relation to a traditional media source. The most frequently
reported motive for visiting the Internet movie site was socialization, which was a predictor of
active participation (Eun-A Park, Yoon Jeon Koh, & Jae Hong Kim, 2005).
Using message boards in conjunction with television for the purpose of educating is
another practice by consumers. Hyuhn-Suhck Bae & Lee (2004) found that audience
involvement with an entertainment-education drama series from Korea could help teach citizens
life skills. In Korea media outlets are often used by the government to display models of
desirable behavior they would like to see from their citizens, this is called entertainmenteducation. These shows use actors in drama situations to focus on issues like adult literacy,
family planning, and gender equality. The show used for this study focused on the issue of
divorce. Electronic message boards were becoming popular during the airing of the show, so
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Hyuhn-Suhck Bae and Lee (2004) sought to find a connection between entertainment-education
and message board interaction.
The authors found that episode topic and issue controversy were associated with the
conceptual dimension of audience involvement and behavioral involvement. Another notable
finding was that less controversial issues prompted more behavioral involvement. When issues
were less controversial, viewers expressed their opinions more clearly and actively by
participating in polls or posting messages on electronic boards. A further qualitative analysis of
the bulletin boards found that entertainment-education programs “really” impacted the viewers
(p. 17). Viewers would write posts stating that they had learned many lessons from the show and
could apply them similarly to their own lives. This suggests that interactivity could help to
improve the entertainment-education programs by offering support for those who may need it
(Hyuhn-Suhck Bae & Lee, 2004).
Social and health issues were also raised by the HBO show Sex and the City. Sex and the
City (S&C) was predominately broadcast to viewers in the United States, but the demographics
of the people responding on message boards was not apparent unless divulged by the user in a
post. The findings differed from the study based in Korea by Hyuhn-Suhck Bae & Lee (2004),
because the S&C message boards discussed many controversial subjects openly. This study
focused on the opinions expressed by the viewers on the boards when one of the characters,
Samantha, was diagnosed with breast cancer. Audience analysis gained by the message board’s
studies can help programmers and health communicators predict viewer’s response to healthrelated stories, the meaning the stories have for viewers beyond the on-screen narrative, and how
they talk about it with each other. It also emphasizes the potential power of the community
discussion, that individual interpretations have less potential for social impact than does the
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construction of collective meaning through dialogue. The conversations provide the opportunity
to examine what viewers say effects their lives and what they claim as their own uses and
gratifications of a TV program (Edwards, 2005).
Sharing knowledge of a real-life disease blended reality with fiction in hope that the
fictional character would survive. The discussion began to expose viewers’ real-life experiences
with cancer and revealed how individuals identified with the story. Such stories that tend to play
to the emotions of the community members led to calls for action, reminding people to have their
yearly mammograms and to self-exam. Many women, prompted by the show and support of the
message boards, performed self breast exams, found lumps and then took action. In summary,
rarely did the posts deal strictly with content from the show, they all included observations or
anecdotes from personal experiences. The conclusion drawn is that observing online community
interaction can help health communicators and program producers better understand how health
messages are being used. It also demonstrated how message boards can inspire discussions on
real life social and political issues featured in the fictional show (Edwards, 2005).
Show cancellation appears to generate the largest amount of emotion, empowering people
to take action (Menon, 2007). This may attribute to the fact that if there is no more show, there
are no more reasons to post, discuss and interact. If there is no show to comment about, there are
no uses for the message boards, and no gratifications from the communication. The imagined
community is disbanded, in a metaphorical type of genocide. The users are not willing to be
silenced by the decisions of executives, and take action to have their voices heard.
Once & Again (O&A) was a show revolving around the courtship of two divorcees
(Menon, 2007). This show differed from those who partook in the S&C message boards in that
the number of viewers were smaller, thus creating a highly specialized niche group of people.
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After its second season, O&A was put on the chopping block and cancelled by ABC. Prior to its
final removal from air, the users of the messages boards prompted a strategic and active plan to
try and reach producers to save the show. The results of the study found that a common voice
was created, prompting the users to take action in a similar manner that those using the S&C
boards did. The users paid for advertisements to save the show and organized petitions. The
actions from the messages boards made the users really believe that they could change the minds
of the producers. The actual impact of the fans efforts was minimal on ABC, but ABC executives
did give some consolation, stating that the voices of the message board fans had been heard, even
if their requests could not be met. The response of the ABC executives verified that a unified
voice was created through message boards (Menon, 2007).
Although the efforts of the O&A users were not successful, there is another television
show that was resurrected from the dead by fans, the controversial FOX cartoon Family Guy.
The headline in USA Today read “’Family Guy’ un-cancelled, thanks to DVD sales success”
(Levin, 2004, March 24). This made Family Guy the very first canceled TV show to be reinstated
based on DVD sales and millions of viewers viewing the show daily in syndication on Cartoon
Network’s Adult Swim. The overturned decision to produce new episodes of the show on FOX
did not happen overnight--Family Guy had not produced new content for over two years (Levin,
2004). So what happened to generate such a cult following of the show that produced so many
millions of dollars and viewership? One answer to this question is the communities of online
message boards.
Adult Swim launched a huge fan base website including numerous threads on all the TV
shows featured in the blocks of air time. In May of 2003, Adult Swim starting airing comments
from users about the shows from the boards in between commercial breaks (Adult swim - adult
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swim.). This encouraged even more viewers to join the boards and post their messages in hopes
of seeing their words on TV and becoming “famous on the Internet”. Many of the posts
contained messages wishing for new episodes of Family Guy or humorous social commentary
based on the show. These messages fueled a fire for the popularity of the show, which was
translated into increased ratings for the time when it aired during Adult Swim, and encouraged
millions of dollars in DVD sales. The potential for a large money maker spoke loudly to FOX
executives and prompted the decision to re-sign the show. It was almost exactly a year later from
when Adult Swim launched its message boards to when Family Guy was back on the air with new
episodes (Levin, 2004).
These two examples of cancelled TV shows and message board response were that of
fiction content, featuring actors. The reality children’s show Endurance differs, in that the
teenage stars of the shows are also voicing their protest against their show’s cancellation
alongside everyday viewers (Brown, 2008, April 4). The Discovery Kids reality TV show
Endurance is similar to CBS’s Survivor, but features teenagers competing in athletic and mental
competitions to win an educational trip and to become “Endurance Champs”(Discovery kids ::
Endurance fiji.).There have been 120 contestants so far on the show, and the majority have
claimed that the show has changed their lives significantly by teaching them societal values and
tolerance (Brown, 2008). This prompted the former players to join the Endurance message
board housed by MSN, to encourage the fans to write letters to both the producers and network
to protest the cancellation of the show. While the impact of how a player’s protest through
message boards differs from an everyday fan is not exactly known, the message board members
were able to receive responses from producers. Contestant Lily Brown from Endurance High
Sierras dictated what a Discovery Kids producer said to her on the phone:
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It's nice for Discovery Kids' faculty to hear from the fans and see how important
Endurance is to them. He said the letters have been helping. They've also been
reading the message boards. I didn't realize at that point if he meant these message
boards (in reference to the MSN board) or the DK blogs, hopefully both. But he
said they've seen everyone's reactions (Brown, 2008).
How lucrative the efforts of fans protesting the cancellation of their favorite shows is not
objectively quantifiable, however it can be deduced that many emotions are expressed by the
users when trying to save their shows, and an emotional response is a good indication that these
boards are having an effect on both users and content creators.
When putting these findings in the perspective of the Uses and Gratifications Theory, the
use of online message boards can be classified as goal-directed, purposive, and motivated.
People take initiative (including extreme actions like seeking a mammogram), and use this
initiative when deciding which communication sources will satisfy their needs. There was no
direct quote found in the literature to argue that message board usage was more instrumental than
ritualized, but based on the intentional actions message board users took to be more involved
with their favorite show, it can be assumed that usage of message boards in response to
television is in the instrumental category of the U&G theory.
To summarize, the most noted gratifications from the compilation of the media were
entertainment, passing time, information and interaction. As time spent with each medium
increased, habits of their use developed, leading to ritualized media use (Papacharissi &
Mendelson, 2007). The ritualized uses of television often lead to greater emotional attachment
with the show (Eyal & Cohen, 2006). To further supplement the gratifications from the shows,
viewers began seeking interactive content on the web featuring the subject matters of their
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favorite shows. Messages boards were one such interactive outlet, where users began discussing
issues in relation to the show (Andrejevic, 2008). Observations of these message boards
indicated that many people were expressing themselves emotionally in relation to subjects
featured on the shows, and often, indicated that their participation in the message board
discussion lead to a greater awareness of an issue, and prompted to take action in relation to that
issue (Menon, 2007).
Research Questions and Hypothesis
The common theme of these articles is that there is a sense of message board user
empowerment in numbers, and television executives are taking notice. It can be assumed that
personal experiences are commonly interjected with the topic of the TV show, creating a more
intimate identity with the show and a special relationship with other likeminded users who post.
Based on these findings new research questions can be studied to add to the current literature
available.
Based upon research focusing on the emotional attachment to media like Eyal & Cohen’s
(2006) findings with viewers and their affinity with the show Friends’ characters the following
research question was developed:
RQ 1: What types of interactions on message boards increase the emotional
attachments users have with their favorite TV show?
As media usage increases, the more likely it will become ritualized (Papacharissi &
Mendelson, 2007), therefore the first hypothesis was developed:
H1: The more a user visits a message board, the more emotionally involved
with their favorite show they become.
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Edwards (2005) observed that users of a Sex and the City message board discussed social
issues in relation to the show, which led to more awareness, which led to some women seeking
medical attention. Based upon this finding the second research question was developed:
RQ 2: Are people who choose to visit television message board sites also
inclined to take other actions in relation to their favorite TV show?
The actions in question here could be either related to the content of the show (as in the
above example of Sex and the City) or they could be related to the general mood or tone of the
show, but not generated by specific content.
As stated above, as media usage increases, the more likely we will continue to return as a
ritual, prompting the second hypothesis:
H2: The more time a person spends on a television message board, the more
actions he/she will take in association with their favorite TV show.
Chapter Two outlined the literature that sets the foundation for this study. Chapter Three
will outline the method used to gather data to qualify the hypothesis presented and how that data
were analyzed to provide reliable correlations.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
Chapter Three will present the methodology used to gather data for this study. The results
will be presented in Chapter Four and discussed in Chapter Five. To find data that supports the
hypothesis presented, a survey was created to uncover the views and opinions of television
viewers who visit online message boards.
Survey Instrument
An online survey was formed and hosted by a secure server. The survey consisted of 68
questions in six categories: media use, emotion for a favorite show, Internet use in conjunction
with favorite show, message board use, actions taken in reference to their favorite show, and
demographic information. Questions were derived from previous research in similar areas.
Questions pertaining to message board use after television use and gratifications manifested were
molded after Eun-A, Yoon and Jae’s (2005) study researching why users visit Internet movie
sites. Questions measuring emotional attachment to the TV show were molded from Eyal and
Cohen’s (2006) survey for measuring affinity toward TV characters. Questions focusing on a call
to action after message board use were molded after Nabi’s et. al. (2006) survey measuring
show-related behaviors as predictor of TV show enjoyment.
The first portion of the survey focused on TV and Internet use. The first question asked
participants to input their hourly consumption per week for TV and Internet. Participants were
also asked: “Which option best describes why you choose to watch television?” And “Which
option best describes why you choose to go online?” The possible choices were molded into
descriptive sentences to represent the most regularly reported categories of uses and
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gratifications: entertainment, information, companionship, relaxation, pass time/habit and social
interaction (Papacharissi & Mendelson, 2007).
The second portion of the survey asked about the user’s experienced emotions during
their favorite TV show. Participants were asked to enter a favorite TV show in a text box so they
could better imagine their emotions in association with the show. 153 different responses were
recorded; however this data was not intended for analysis, but to motivate the user to think about
his or her favorite show while answering other questions on the questionnaire. Participants
answered a series of 18 Likert-scale questions about their emotional ties TV and to answer could
choose from five options: “Strongly Agree (5), Agree (4), Neutral (3), Disagree (2)” and
“Strongly Disagree (1).” All other Likert scale questions throughout the survey were constructed
similarly. Responses were worded so that a higher score represents a greater emotional
attachment to the show. To increase reliability of the participants’ responses, three items on the
scale were worded to indicate lesser emotional attachment. The responses to these questions
were reverse coded after data collection. The series of questions about emotion were combined
into an 18-item emotional scale prior to data analysis. A reliability test of the scale was
conducted and indicated the scale had acceptable reliability (Cronbach’s α = .867, n = 494).
The third portion of the survey asked Likert scale questions about why they visit websites
about TV shows. This line of questioning helped to provide the researcher with definitive
reasoning about the uses and gratifications of using a website about TV show since little research
has been conducted on that specific subject.
The fourth portion focused on Internet message board use in conjunction with television.
A contingency question asking “Have you ever visited a message board for a TV show’s
website?” was employed first, so that only participants who answered “Yes,” would continue to
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the questions pertaining to message board use. Amount of monthly hours on message boards was
asked to define the amount of time spent on message boards. Participants were also asked to
report what type of message board user they thought they were. Last, a series of Likert scale
questions were listed asking about their interaction on the boards.
The fifth portion asked about actions taken in association with their favorite TV show.
Those who answered “No” to the contingency question about message board use skipped directly
to this section. Participants answered a series of Likert-scale questions about the actions they
have taken in association with the show. The series of questions about action were combined into
an 10-item action scale prior to data analysis. A reliability test of the scale was conducted and
indicated the scale had acceptable reliability (Cronbach’s α = .861, n = 508).
The sixth portion of the survey asked three demographic questions: gender (male or
female), age (in years), and category of race most commonly identified with (Other, Caucasian
or White, American Indian or Alaskan Native, African American or Black, Multiracial, Asian or
Pacific Islander or Asian American, Hispanic or Latino). A copy of the survey is located in
APPENDIX B: SURVEY.
Participants
Two methods were employed for recruiting participants for the survey: 1) announcements
were made in large lecture halls at a Florida University, and 2) links posted to the survey on
message boards connected to television programs. In compliance with IRB protocol, participants
had to agree to at least 18 years old in order to participate. Any participant who indicated they
were less than 18 years old in the “Age” question of the survey had their responses removed
from the data. All participants first agreed to participate in the survey by selecting the “Enter
Survey” button, and were informed that they could abstain from answering any questions, or stop
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the survey at anytime. A total of n = 536 people participated in the study from the combined
recruitment methods.
Class Participants
With the permission of the professor in each class, an announcement was made at the
beginning of a large lecture class, prompting students in the class to go online to complete the
survey located on the researcher’s Survey Monkey account. It was at the professor’s discretion to
allow extra credit for participation. If extra credit was granted, participants’ names and class
sections were obtained at the conclusion of the questionnaire by launching a second
questionnaire through a link. This method allowed all identifiable information to be detached
from the survey responses to maintain anonymity. Qualifying professors were provided with the
names of the students receiving extra credit at the conclusion of data collection. Students from
the university were admittedly a convenience sample; however, due to the large population of
each class, the diversity of departments hosting each class, the following secondary method of
distribution, and demographic information provided by the student participants, it was reasonable
to assume an appropriate cross section of the population was obtained following characteristics
of a random sample. Students were given ten days to complete the survey. The total sample
number of class participants was n = 421.
Online Participants
The second method of survey distribution was through popular Internet websites
featuring message boards on television shows. The sites included the boards of two major
broadcast networks: NBC (http://my.nbc.com/ The Office), ABC (http://abc.go.com/community/
Lost, The Bachelor, Grey’s Anatomy, Scrubs). Cable’s Cartoon Network: Adult Swim
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(http://boards.adultswim.com/). Social media website Yahoo! (http://tv.yahoo.com/). Groups for
TV shows on the social networking site Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/). And through
personal messages to members of the entertainment site TV.com (http://www.tv.com/).
Permission to post the survey in a discussion thread was approved by the respective
moderators of the message board (if available). After permission was granted, a new thread was
created featuring a link to the survey and a description of the intentions of the survey. Users were
encouraged to pass the survey along to others as they saw fit, allowing for a snowball sample.
The survey remained open for two weeks for online participants. The total sample number of
online participants was n = 115. Again, descriptive statistics preformed after collection of the
demographic data ensured that diversity was maintained despite the snowball sampling method.
Data Analysis
After data collection, all responses were compiled and coded using the statistical software
SPSS. Outputs were evaluated to identify where significant relationships existed. All variables
calculated with a Pearson Correlation were first standardized. A Pearson Correlation Statistic
was used to determine if there was a statistically significant relationship between the variables in
reference to the hypothesis. The next chapter will discuss all relevant statistical findings.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS
Demographics
The sample consisted of 536 (n = 536) people participated in the survey (421 recruited
from classrooms and 115 from online websites). The majority of participants responded that they
were female (58.4%), while the rest were men (38.2%). The largest percentage of race specified
was “White or Caucasian” with 71.6%, and was followed by “Hispanic or Latino” (11%),
“Multiracial” (4.1%), “African American or Black” (3.9%), “Asian or Pacific Islander or Asian
American” (3.4%), “Other” (2.1%), and “American Indian or Alaskan Native” (.4%). The
average age of the participants was 21. 3 years old (SD = 5.88), with the youngest participants
being 18 years old, and the oldest 63 years old. The majority of participants fell between the ages
of 18 to 23. The age distribution was consistent with the university’s average for undergraduate
students (23) (University of Central Florida, ). It also was consistent with the Pew Internet &
American Life’s findings that 86% of people ages 18-29 use the Internet (Pew Internet &
American Life Project, 2009).
Uses and Gratifications
To verify that the uses and gratifications for TV and Internet stated in the literature
review were consistent with the findings of this study, participants responded to survey questions
about their reasoning for using the Internet and TV, and what actions they are most likely
participating in when they are using Internet or TV. The most reported option for why a
participant chose to watch television was for entertainment (35.4%), consistent with previous
literature. The second most reported option was for relaxation (26.7%) and habit/pass time came
in at a close third (26.3%). Past research also held true for uses of the Internet, the most reported
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option was for information purposes (26.9%). Entertainment and social interaction were tied for
second, at 25.7% each. As stated in the literature review, there were predictions that with faster
Internet connections, entertainment could overtake information as the most common reason for
using the Internet. The most commonly reported Internet activity found by this study was “Visit
social network website…” at 43.1%). Other descriptive characteristics of this data found which
can elaborate on the results for the research questions and hypothesis were average number of
hours spent watching TV per week (M = 13.83, SD = 14.37), and the average number of hours
spent using the Internet per week (M = 24.70 SD = 18.41).
The purpose of these results is not to make inferences about significant changes in the
U&G of TV and Internet, but rather to verify the results presented in the literature review, and to
show some insight into the predictions made in previous studies.
Hypothesis and Research Question 1
H1:
H1 predicted the more a user visits a message board, the more emotionally involved with
their favorite show they become. Visits to message boards acted as the independent variable, and
emotional involvement as the dependent variable. The question in the survey that measured visits
to a message board was “About how many hours a month would you estimate you spend on a
message board website?” Participants then typed in the number of hours. Emotional involvement
with the show was measured through 18 Likert scale questions that were combined into one
reliable scale for emotion (Cronbach’s α = .867, n = 494) (Table 13 in APPENDIX C). A
Pearson Correlation Coefficient was computed to test for any significance between the two
variables. The result of the correlation between amount of visits to message boards and increased
emotional attachments was not significant (p > .05). Therefore, H1 was not supported.
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This finding disputed with the literature review findings presented earlier in this study.
To identify possible reasons for disparity, the independent variable of visits to message boards as
measured in hours was more closely examined. Descriptive statistics about the number of hours
reported using message boards indicated a large range of answers. The minimum reported
number of hours spent on a message board was 0, while the maximum was 200. The mean
number of hours was 17.96, with a very large standard deviation of 37.38. In other words, the
majority of users were reporting polar opposite amounts of time on the boards. Either a user was
on a couple of hours a month, or on the average amount of hours in the American work week,
with little to no amount in between. This finding indicated that from those who participated in
this survey, there are apparently only three groups of message board users: those who have never
visited a message board, those who have—but only on an infrequent basis, and those who use
heavily.
From this discovery, measurement between the two variables had to be restructured. The
variable of amount of time spent on a message board was substituted for the nominal variable
rendered from the question “Have you ever visited a message board for a TV show’s website?”
With the only possible choices for response were “Yes” or “No.” To test for a significant
relationship between the independent variable of someone who has used a message board and the
dependant variable of emotional attachment through the scale, an independent T-test was
conducted. The test was significant, t(490) = 5.98, p = .000 (relationship was significant when p
< .001). This meant that there was significant difference between the average mean on the
emotional scale of those who answered “Yes” to using message boards (M = 64.46, SD = 9.33)
than those who answered “No” to using message boards (M = 59.50, SD = 8.98). In other words,
a participant who had reported using a message board scored higher on the emotional scale. The
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higher the score on the emotional scale, the more the participant is emotionally attached to their
favorite show. While significant findings for the original wording of hypothesis was were not
found, a significant relationship was still found between message board use and emotional
attachment to a TV show if stated: “People who use message boards about TV shows are more
likely to be emotionally attached to their favorite show than people who do not use message
boards about TV shows.”
RQ1:
RQ 1 asked “What types of interactions on message boards increase the emotional
attachments users have with their favorite TV show?” To answer this, participants were asked to
choose which of the following options best described their use of a message board: Read
comments of others, but rarely or never post my own comments; Read comments of others, and
sometimes post my own comments; Read comments of others and post comments of my own;
Sometimes read comments of others but usually posting my own comments; Never or rarely read
others comments, just post my own. To test for any significant relationship between the types of
board user the participant reported to be and their emotional attachment to the show, a One-Way
ANOVA was conducted. The independent variable was the type of board user and the dependant
variable was again the emotional scale. The ANOVA was not significant between the groups of
board users. In other words, your emotional attachment to your favorite show was not affected
by the type of board user you are.
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Hypothesis and Research Question 2
H2:
H2 predicted that the more time a person spends on a television message board, the more
actions he/she will take in association with their favorite TV show. Visits to message boards
again acted as the independent variable, and action as the dependent variable. Actions taken in
association with a favorite show was measured through 10 Likert scale questions that were
combined into one reliable scale for emotion (Cronbach’s α = .861, n = 508) (See Table 14 in
APPENDIX C). A Pearson Correlation Coefficient was computed to test for any significance
between the two variables. The result of the correlation between amount of visits to message
boards and actions taken in association with their favorite show was not significant (p > .05).
Again, for the same reason H1 was not significant, the amount of hourly usage of on a
message board contained too broad of a range of answers and led to inconsistent results. To
alleviate the disparity, the independent scale variable was substituted for the nominal variable of
“Have you ever visited a message board for a TV show’s website?” To test for a significant
relationship between the independent variable of someone who has used a message board and the
dependant variable of actions taken through the scale, an independent T-test was conducted. The
test was significant, t(506) = 6.97, p = .000 (relationship was significant when p < .001). This
meant that there was significant difference between the average mean on the action scale of those
who answered “Yes” to using message boards (M = 25.07, SD = 7.99) than those who answered
“No” to using message boards (M = 20.41, SD = 7.06). In other words, those who have used a
message board are more likely to take an action (buy products, watch other shows, sign a petition
if cancelled, etc.) than those who did not ever visit a message board.
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RQ2:
RQ 2 asked “Are people who choose to visit television message board sites also inclined
to take other actions in relation to their favorite TV show?” To test for this, the individual
questions of the action scale were each separately compared to if the participant reported ever
visiting a message board for a TV show. There were significant relationships between board
users and all of the questions listing actions: purchasing memorabilia (p = .000), starting a
petition to save an endangered show (p = .000), signing a petition to save an endangered show
(p = .000), attending a public event (p = .001), entering a sweepstakes (p = .000), watching a talk
show featuring characters from their favorite show (p = .000), buying products the characters
endorse (p = .004), buying products featured in the show (p = .003), seeking more information
(p = .000), and seeking medical advice based on show subject matter (p = .009).
Pearson Correlations were conducted to find relationships between the reported amount
of hourly board use in a month and actions. There was a significant relationship between hours
of board use and signing a petition (p < .010). In other words, the more time you spent on the
message board, the more likely it is you have signed a petition to try and save your favorite show
from being cancelled.
To test for a relationship between the type of board user the participant reported to be
(Read comments of others, but rarely or never post my own comments; Read comments of
others, and sometimes post my own comments; Read comments of others and post comments of
my own; Sometimes read comments of others but usually posting my own comments; Never or
rarely read others comments, just post my own) and their likelihood to take actions, a One-Way
ANOVA was conducted. A significant relationship existed between the groups F(4) = 3.69, p =
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.006, meaning, certain types board users are more likely to take actions than other types of board
users.
Pearson Correlations were conducted between the amount of hours spent on the Internet
and TV and the action scale. There was a significant relationship between the variables Internet
(p = .014) and TV (p = .002). This finding indicates that more Internet and TV use is an action
that can be taken in association with board use, in a cyclical relationship. In other words, the
more you’re using either TV or the Internet, the more you are taking actions in association with
the shows, and one of those actions, is watching the TV show more or spending more time online
for reasons about the show.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Chapter five will summarize this study, discuss the most pertinent findings from the
results, provide possible implications for those findings, present some of the limitations, and
raise areas of interest for future research.
This study examines the relationship between television shows and their corresponding
websites featuring interactive message boards, looking at the motivations and gratifications that
users cited as reasons for being connected to a program. Specifically, this study examines if
viewing a television show and discussing it on an online message board created the gratification
of a greater sense of emotional attachment with the show, and if this sense of heightened
emotional connection encouraged the board user to take action or become involved in some
manner other than just viewing TV. By providing information about message boards’ abilities to
encourage emotion and action, more interactive content can be created by the producers for
users, and the users can gain a greater understanding of their media consumption. Through
variables rendered by responses to a survey, a significant relationship was not found for the
variables addressed in the hypothesis; however post-hoc analysis indicated significant results.
Significant findings were also found to add as possible answers for the research questions which
will be discussed more thoroughly in this chapter.
Discussion
The first hypothesis sought to uncover a relationship between emotion and amount of
time spent using online message board that discussed TV shows as their topics. The amount of
time was measured through the participants entering the amount of hours they estimated using
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the boards on a monthly basis. The range of answers was so broad that the calculated average
was unreliable due to very large standard deviation. While this variability lead to unsupported
hypothesis, it still provided useful information for understanding the dynamics of message board
users. The large range between reported number of hours leads to the analysis that there is very
little middle ground in terms of hourly use for people who visit message boards. That means
there are either heavy users (the maximum reported number of hours reported was 200 in a
month), or infrequent/light users (the minimum number hours reported for monthly usage was 1).
The large range of reported hourly usage could be attributed to the fact that message
board use is still a new and upcoming tool for social interaction and many may have starting
using several years ago, and many may have only recently adopted. Some users may have
adopted around the year 2003, during the Web 2.0 era (defined as the time after the economic
bust of the dot-com business, when the web was restructured to circulate around communication
instead of e-commerce) (O'Reilly, 2005). While other users may have adopted more recently in
the overwhelmingly popular social networking era (MySpace and Facebook, 2007-current). The
2007 revamping of many major broadcast web sites like myNBC.com, point to this premise. The
relaunch of the myNBC.com site included many typical social networking “applications” such as
adding friends and writing blogs. Even the web address, myNBC, mirrors that of MySpace, so it
seems that the TV networks are doing their best to tap into a similar market. In the same vein, the
most commonly reported Internet activity found by this study was “Visit social network
website…” at 43.1%. As reported above, the more time you spend on the Internet, the more the
uses are reinforced, so message board users who have more history on those boards could be
reporting much higher hourly usage than newer ones.
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Hourly reported usage as a variable could not identify significant results, however the
nominal dichotomous variable “Have you ever visited a message board for a TV show’s
website?” was apt for identifying relationships between board use, emotion, and action.
Participants could only answer “Yes” or “No” so the range of possible answers was better
controlled. Those who answered “Yes” were both more emotionally involved and took more
actions in association with their favorite television shows than those who answered “No.” The
findings can be summarized into the statement, “You have a greater emotional attachment to
your favorite TV show, and are more likely to take actions in association with that show, if you
use an online message board that discusses the show.” As found by Eyal and Cohen (2006),
emotional attachment to a show is reinforced by the imaginary relationships a viewer develops
with the characters/contestants. Categories such as intensity of the perceived relationship with
the show character, commitment and affinity with the show, the character’s perceived
personality, and the level of the viewer’s loneliness all contribute to the emotional feelings a
viewer can experience (Eyal & Cohen, 2006).
Research question 1 investigated the relationship between interactions on message boards
and how that affected emotional attachment to the participant’s favorite TV show. A definitive
answer to this question could not be found because no significant correlations between any of the
items on the emotional scale and message board use could be found. After a review of the
previous research, using the emotional scale to measure attachment to a favorite TV show may
not be feasible. Many of the previous studies on message boards were done qualitatively
(Andrejevic, 2008), (Edwards, 2005), (Hyuhn-Suhck Bae & Lee, 2004) which uses patterns of
data to identify behaviors through observation and interview, as opposed to asking participants to
self-report their own behavior. It’s possible that participants may not have the ability to
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accurately predict their emotional response to a hypothetical question. From the data collected
here, the conclusion is that the type of interaction is not related to emotion, but rather just the
simple choice to go participate is the factor that affects emotional attachment to a favorite TV
show. There was however a significant relationship between the type of board user and the action
scale. This means that those who make a post to a board are also likely to take other actions in
association with the show.
Results confirm a relationship between those who use message boards and actions taken
in association with their favorite TV show. Several different actions were combined into one
scale for these results, but there were also significant relationships on each of the individual
actions that made up the scale. These findings lend answers to Research question 2 which asked
if board users were more inclined to take other actions in association with their favorite show. It
was shown that board users are buying more TV show related products, signing and starting
petitions if a show is in danger of being cancelled, attending an event in relation to the show,
entering a sweepstakes, watching talk shows featuring characters from their show, buying
endorsed products by the characters and through placement, they sought more information about
the show, and also sought medical advice based on a subject matter.
When simply taking a surface look at the results to the individual responses to the action
questions without dividing up participants who do and do not use a message board, the majority
reported that they strongly disagree with taking any of the listed actions in association with a
favorite TV show (except looking up more information). This comparison indicates that board
users have completely opposite opinions when taking actions for their shows. However
participants may be under estimating the actual amount of actions they take in relationship to
TV. A study by Lundy, Ruth, and Park (2008), provided support that many college students
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grossly underestimated the amount of reality TV programs they viewed, or even denied watching
it altogether at the beginning of a focus group, listing only half a dozen shows (p. 213). But after
the interview became more in-depth, the number of shows discussed expanded to 25 different
programs watched on a regular basis (Lundy, Ruth, & Park, 2008). If participants are not even
aware how much they watch a show, how could they be aware of purchasing a product featured
in a commercial of that show? Or maybe participants are embarrassed to report that they would
buy a product featured in a show.
Finding answers for this phenomenon are appealing, but it digresses from the point of
presenting Lundy, Ruth, and Park’s (2008) findings. The purpose of reporting the research is to
show the logic behind the idea that message board users appear to be much more aware (or feel
fewer inhibitions) of the actions they take in association with their favorite TV show. They may
have more confidence when admitting the actions taken, because they know of an entire online
community that shares their opinion. For example, a non-message board user may hide the fact
that he spent nearly $400.00 on the entire DVD collection for the Sopranos TV series because he
knows his mother will think it was a waste of money, or his girlfriend thinks the show is too
violent and should not be watched. His face-to-face relationships do not contain people who
share his sentiments for his favorite TV show, therefore disclosing his purchase will not gain him
any admiration.
In contrast, a message board user may be proud to report that he spent nearly $400.00 on
the entire DVD collection for the Sopranos TV series, because he knows of several online
friends who have done the same thing, or that some users will even envy him because they could
not afford to take the same action. He receives positive reinforcement for the action, which
usually leads to repeating the action (in this case, buying more Sopranos “stuff”). This train of
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thought could lead to some very lucrative implications for TV show executives, along with other
less profit driven implications like combating societal issues.
Implications
Based on the findings in this study, the best word of advice for TV executives to
stimulate interest in their show is to get viewers on a message board. A cyclical relationship was
found between TV and Internet: the more you use one, the more you will use the other. As
echoed by Boyajy and Thorson (2007), Internet use in conjunction with TV use is here to stay (at
least until the next big introduction of a new media source). If viewers can also pick up board use
in conjunction with the show, many other actions could be taken. Consistent with the findings
from RQ2, it is likely that more DVD copies of television shows could be sold. Attendance at
events such as the American Idol Live Tour could increase. Advertisements for products featured
on the show or by the show’s actors could see an increase in sales. Viral website hits about the
show could increase as users satisfy their quest for more information about the show. All of these
possibilities lead to even further reinforcement for watching the show, which is the ultimate goal
of any TV show.
The individual user can also benefit greatly from message board use in conjunction with a
favorite TV show. Many participants responded that discussing social issues raised on message
boards about subjects featured in their favorite show was important to them. Seeking medical
advice was one action taking behavior that was significantly related to message board use. The
quantitative data found here aligned itself with that of the qualitative data found in Edward’s
(2005) study featuring some of the responses to Sex and the City’s character Samantha (Kim
Cattrall) and her diagnosis of breast cancer. At the end of one of the episodes Kim Cattrall could
urge viewers to visit the S&C website to learn more about breast cancer, read the stories of
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others, and share their own personal afflictions with cancer. Through the extra advertisement,
even more women could have been prompted to go get breast exams and receive early detection
treatment. While “seek medical advice” was the only social subject action question featured in
the survey, it may be possible that other social issues could render similar responses if following
the logic of the study done on “Edutainment” by Hyuhn-Suhck Bae and Lee (2004). The
researcher acknowledges that comparing issues of choice such as adult literacy, family planning,
and gender equality to that of cancer diagnosis may not seem appropriate, but the example
illustrates that TV can serve as a vital information source for topics that may be considered
difficult to discuss. The majority of participants also responded that discussing social issues
featured in their favorite TV shows on message boards was important to them.
At the most basic level, the majority of participants reported that message board use is
entertaining. A possible implication is to simply entertain the viewer with similar content but on
an interactive plane. Many board users report that using the boards enriched their show
experience. Offering this type of community forum creates a sense of connection between people
with similar interests. Hosting a message board on a show’s website can offer more than just
increased fiscal profit; it can conjure a small society of individuals looking to further enrich the
emotional ties to their favorite TV show through show related actions.
Limitations
There are some limitations to this research that should be considered along with its
findings. Participants of this survey were not very diverse in terms of gender, age and race. A
large majority were white females between the ages of 18-23. While these demographics align
with the current description of the majority of Internet users (Pew Internet & American Life
Project, 2009), a more diverse sample from the general population would have been desirable
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than that of mostly University students. While relationships between participant demographics
and message board use were not the focus of this study, a number of statistical tests were
conducted to check for relationships between the demographic variables and the emotion and
action scales. No important significant relationships were found. This could be attributed to the
lack of variability in demographics, or it could possibly point to a diminishing role of superficial
common characteristics as reason for those who use the Internet (young, wealthy, white males
are not the only people on the Internet anymore) consistent with findings from Jeffres and Atkin
(1996) stating a leveling of differences among technology adopters. Further research would be
needed in this area to pursue any conclusions.
Similarly, only highly niched groups may have participated through the online
recruitment method. For instance, only The Office message board featured a link to the survey.
Perhaps board users for Days of Our Lives vary greatly from those of The Office, but could not
respond to the survey because it was not made available on their board. The researcher was
unable to post the survey link to a greater number of boards for a variety of reasons. The link was
only posted when permission was granted by an administrator, and many administrators denied
permission for legality reasons or simply ignored the request. Message boards contain thousands
of threads for each topic or TV show subject and manual posting to each thread is extremely time
consuming. Last, it is considered improper netiquete (etiquette on the Internet) to post the same
message repeatedly. Because so many limitations for posting were involved, a more randomized
method for reaching board users would have to be developed.
In a phone conversation with Melva Benoit with Audience Intelligence and Research
Strategy for Fox Broadcasting Company, (personal communication, March 18, 2009) it was
communicated that the general public is a more appropriate focus for recruitment anyway
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because it represents a greater number and variety of viewers than those who are already
engaged in online message board use. Many shows receive millions of viewers every week, and
that number cannot currently be matched by those who are enrolled as board users for those same
shows.
Future Research
While many questions about message board use in conjunction with watching a TV show
were answered through this study, there are still several more questions that have not been
answered about user behavior on message boards. Exploration into emotional displays on
message boards could be observed through a qualitative analysis of conversations on the
message boards. This could help better answer what types of interactions on message boards lead
to greater emotional attachment with the TV show.
Exploration into the typologies of message boards is needed. There are studies that touch
on defining the different groups that exist on message boards, but none are specific to defining
the type of user for TV show board discussions. Definition of the different groups could help
explain the large range of reported hours of board use and answer questions about why some
users seem “addicted” while others visit infrequently. Also, why do some users choose only to
read posts and never engage in discussion while others choose to read and write posts equally?
Or in other words, what encourages users to join the discussion?
There is some parallelism between social networking sites and message boards. Social
networking websites encourage “friends” to comment or post on each other’s status, personal
page, pictures, and thoughts. Ray (2007) found that the motivations for using social networking
websites were entertainment, information, and social utility. The needs were cognitive, affective,
personal, social, and escapist. These motivations and needs were uncovered through user
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behavior featuring messaging, comments, pictures, friend networks, personal profiles, and
others’ profiles (Ray, 2007). Similar methods could be employed to verify the needs and
motivations of message boards. Similar results would probably be rendered. What are other
similarities and difference between behavior on social networking websites and message boards?
Do integrating social networking applications like blogging to features offered on message board
websites facilitate greater use of message boards? Research from myNBC.com may provide
answers into the relationship.
Coleman et al (2008) found that interactivity and the user’s ability to customize the web
applications they use led to better attitudes about the subject matter on the site. Following that
research, it would useful to explore the types of applications and customizations television
producers should be offering on message board websites in order to facilitate a stronger
relationship with the show. In other words, what do the users want from the boards in order to
have a better experience online?
To conclude, maybe the most pertinent question raised from the findings from this study
is how to get passive TV viewers to become active participants on message boards. Once they’re
on the boards, the research indicates that they will be more inclined to take actions and feel
greater emotional responses, but exactly how can the show persuade viewers to take the next step
and get online to the message board. This question becomes even more complex when you take
into account the many populations (like the elderly) that are still not online for any reason, let
alone reasons that are rooted from a different media source (TV), and are primarily focused
around entertainment uses and gratifications. Answering this question could be the key to
unlocking several other questions about the uses and gratifications of media. Ultimately, Internet
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use in conjunction with television use is here to stay and research on message boards will
continue to add knowledge about how these two powerful media can be combined.
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Table 1: Pearson Correlation between number of hours on message board and emotion scale
Zscore: #hrsboard
Zscore: #hrsboard

Pearson Correlation

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

.077
.260

N
Zscore(Emotion)

Zscore(Emotion)

224.000

214

Pearson Correlation

.077

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

.260

N

214

494.000

Table 2: Pearson Correlation between number of hours on message board and action scale
Zscore: #hrsboard
Zscore: #hrsboard

Pearson Correlation

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

.057
.401

N
Zscore(Action)

Zscore(Action)

224.000

217

Pearson Correlation

.057

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

.401

N

217

63

508.000

Table 3: T-test between board use and emotion scale
boarduse?
Emotion

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Yes

219

64.46

9.33

No

273

59.50

8.98

Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for Equality
of Variances

F
Emotion

Equal variances
assumed

Sig.
.502

t-test for Equality of Means

t
.479 5.98

Equal variances
not assumed

Sig. (2tailed)

df

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

490

.000

4.96

.83

5.95 459.12

.000

4.96

.83

Table 4: T-test between board use and action scale
boarduse
?
Action

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Yes

223

25.08

7.99

No

285

20.41

7.06

Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for Equality
of Variances

F
Action

Equal variances
assumed

Sig.
2.72

t-test for Equality of Means

t
.100 6.97

Equal variances
not assumed
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df

Sig. (2tailed)

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

506

.000

4.67

.67

6.87 446.01

.000

4.67

.68

Table 5: Descriptive statistics for number of hours reported using TV, Internet, and Message boards.
Descriptive Statistics
N
#TVhrs
#INThrs
#hrsboard

Minimum
528
531
224

Maximum
0
1
0

Mean

100
100
200

Std. Deviation

13.83
24.70
17.96

14.37
18.42
37.38

Table 6: Pearson Correlation between number of hours using TV and number of hours using Internet
Correlations

Zscore: #TVhrs

Pearson Correlation

Zscore: #TVhrs

Zscore: #INThrs

1.000

.385**

Sig. (2-tailed)

Zscore: #INThrs

.000

N

528.000

527

Pearson Correlation

.385**

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

N

527

531.000

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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Table 7: Descriptive statistics for race demographic
Race

Frequency

Percent

African American or Black

21

3.9

American Indian or Alaskan
Native

2

.4

Asian or Pacific Islander or
Asian American

18

3.4

Caucasian or White

384

71.6

Hispanic or Latino

59

11.0

Multiracial

22

4.1

Other

11

2.1

Omitted

19

3.5

Total

536

100.0

Table 8: Descriptive statistics for gender demographic
gender
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

18

3.4

3.4

3.4

Female

313

58.4

58.4

61.8

Male

205

38.2

38.2

100.0

Total

536

100.0

100.0

Omitted

Table 9: Descriptive statistics for age demographic
Descriptive Statistics

age

N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

517

18

63

21.30

5.878
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Table 10: Descriptive statistics for type of board use
typeofborduser
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

307

57.3

57.3

57.3

Never or rarely read others
comments, just post my own.

2

.4

.4

57.6

Read comments of others and
post comments of my own.

55

10.3

10.3

67.9

Read comments of others, and
sometimes post my own
comments.

44

8.2

8.2

76.1

Read comments of others, but
rarely or never post my own
comments.

127

23.7

23.7

99.8

Sometimes read comments of
others but usually posting my
own comments.

1

.2

.2

100.0

Total

536

100.0

100.0

Omitted
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Table 11: Descriptive statistics for uses of television
Tvgrat
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

2

.4

.4

.4

I watch TV so I can talk with
8
other people about the episode.

1.5

1.5

1.9

I watch TV when I have nothing
better to do, it gives me
141
something to occupy my time.

26.3

26.3

28.2

I watch TV when there is no one
18
else to talk to or be with.

3.4

3.4

31.5

TV is amusing, entertaining and
190
exciting.

35.4

35.4

67.0

TV keeps me up to date on
information and news.

34

6.3

6.3

73.3

TV relaxes me and helps me to
unwind.

143

26.7

26.7

100.0

Total

536

100.0

100.0

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

4

.7

.7

.7

I use the Internet because it's
there, when I have nothing
better to do, it gives me
something to occupy my time.

80

14.9

14.9

15.7

I use the Internet so I can
interact with family or friends.

138

25.7

25.7

41.4

I use the Internet when there is
no one else to talk or be with.

11

2.1

2.1

43.5

My time on the Internet is
amusing, exciting and
entertaining.

138

25.7

25.7

69.2

The Internet provides me with
news, information and current
events about the world around
me.

144

26.9

26.9

96.1

Using the Internet is relaxing
and helps me unwind.

21

3.9

3.9

100.0

Total

536

100.0

100.0

Valid

Table 12: Descriptive statistics for uses of Internet
INTgrat

Valid
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Table 13: Reliability scale for emotion
Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha

N of Items

.867

18

Item-Total Statistics
Scale Mean if Item Scale Variance if

Corrected Item-

Cronbach's Alpha

Deleted

Item Deleted

Total Correlation

if Item Deleted

60.14

97.014

.469

.861

60.57

99.239

.455

.861

59.95

96.959

.521

.858

58.28

104.547

.372

.864

59.41

96.320

.659

.853

59.54

100.395

.455

.861

98.766

.514

.859

59.45

100.597

.348

.866

59.43

105.511

.124

.877

59.43

97.137

.564

.856

58.67

102.044

.436

.862

I often search for information
about my favorite TV show in
magazines, online, and in other
television shows of films.
I think that my life is a lot like the
characters/contestants on my
favorite show.
I wish I had friends like the
characters/contestants on the
show.
I enjoy watching my favorite
show.
My favorite show is very
important to me.
RVI do not relate to the
characters of my favorite show.
RVI rarely think about my
favorite show before or after the 59.30
show.
I often watch an episode of my
favorite show again.
RVWhen my favorite show is on,
I change channels.
I really get involved with what
happens to the
characters/contestants.
RVWatching my favorite show is
a waste of my time.
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Table 12: Continued
Scale Mean if Item Scale Variance if

Corrected Item-

Cronbach's Alpha

Deleted

Item Deleted

Total Correlation

if Item Deleted

59.15

100.909

.508

.859

59.77

97.643

.520

.858

58.79

99.191

.568

.857

59.24

95.690

.614

.854

59.27

96.844

.575

.856

59.64

97.562

.609

.855

59.20

99.699

.469

.860

I really understand the
characters/contestants of my
favorite show.
While viewing my favorite show,
I forget myself and am fully
absorbed in the program.
If my favorite show were to be
canceled, I would miss it.
If my favorite show were to be
canceled, I would be sad.
I would like to meet the
characters/contestants on my
favorite show in person.
When viewing the show, I can
feel the same emotions my
favorite character/contestant is
feeling.
I like to analyze my favorite
show.
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Table 14: Reliability scale for action
Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha

N of Items

.861

10

Item-Total Statistics

I have purchased memorabilia
associated with the show(for
example t-shirts, jewelry,
boardgames).
If my favorite show was
canceled, I would start or sign a
petition to try and save it.
I have signed or started a
petition to stop my favorite show
from being canceled.
I have attended a public event
featuring my favorite TV show or
characters ( for example a book
signing, concert, speech).
I have entered a sweepstakes
for a chance to win something
related to the show.
I try to watch talk shows in which
the characters/contestants from
my favorite show are interviewed
(for example, The Tonight Show
or Oprah)
I have bought products
endorsed by characters on my
favorite show (For example,
Ellen DeGeneres is a spokes
model for Cover Girl).
I have purchased products
endorsed on my favorite show
(for example, Cocoa-Cola on
American Idol).
I have sought more information
about a topic featured on a
show.
Medical advice on a show or an
episode featuring health
problems has encouraged me to
have a doctor check up.

Scale Mean if Item Scale Variance if
Deleted
Item Deleted

Corrected ItemTotal Correlation

Cronbach's Alpha
if Item Deleted

20.24

49.336

.577

.848

20.03

48.926

.572

.849

20.65

52.183

.544

.851

20.59

50.892

.619

.845

20.43

49.472

.637

.843

19.62

50.150

.515

.854

20.39

49.204

.698

.838

20.31

50.678

.617

.845

19.52

50.846

.495

.855

20.35

52.636

.476

.856
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myNBC.com
from dana robinson <dana.robinson@nbcuni.com>
to
Shanna DiNobile <dinobile@mail.ucf.edu>
date
Thu, Mar 19, 2009 at 12:48 PM
subject
Re: Message board research
I haven’t gotten official approval, so I suggest you pick 1 show to post in. The Office
would probably be good, since I’ve been talking to those mods.
Does that work for you?
Personal Message
Officionada
Re:Post for Research, Mar 23 2009, 03:21 PM
Yeah! You have liftoff! Good luck!
Jan
Cartoon Network adultswim.com
F
ROM:
S
ENT:

Swim_DrewId
03-10-2009 09:56 AM

Re: Research post

A graduate of U Can't Finnish? Awesome (I actually got 2 degrees from there)
send me the link before u post.
You famillar with these boards? Cuz i wouldn't trust anyone here to answer a survey in a
non-jackassy way.
good luck,
drew
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Tv.com
From: Jaxiecracks
Date: 03/18/2009 11:50:31 PM Community Source: TV.com
Subject: RE: Post for research
Hi there,
Thanks for checking in on this -- it looks like my initial e-mail got lost in my manager's inbox.
In any case, he's giving the go-ahead for you to post the survey; however, please note the
following:
- Would it be possible for you to share your data with us once you're done? It would definitely be
interesting to have an independent third party taking a look at our site.
- We have to make sure that whatever you do, it's not intrusive to the site or our users. Many of
our users are very protective of the community nature of our site, and take firm stances against
outside spamming/advertising. Please don't spam the forums; please get in contact with our users
via the Private Messaging feature. Keep in mind that many users expect a certain degree of
privacy and might think your message is spam. Please try to make the initial contact message as
personable as possible.
- You can also use your blog as a way to post information and promote your survey.
- We don't really have the time or resources to dedicate to this project ourselves. We'll help if we
can, but make no guarantees.
Thanks for the request and best of luck with your research!
Jaxiecracks
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